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Aquagenic urticaria is an uncommon but well-documented 
type of physical urticaria that mainly affects young women. 
Salt-dependent aquagenic urticaria (SDAU) is a particular 
subtype of aquagenic urticaria characterized by very small 
and itchy wheals commonly located on areas where saltwater 
contacts the skin. It occurs immediately or within a few 
minutes of contact with salt water and is not related to other 
factors such as sunlight, heat, or cold [1]. The underlying 
pathogenic mechanisms of SDAU are not clearly understood, 
and although the pathologic features of aquagenic urticaria 
have been described, microscopic data have not yet been 
reported for SDAU [2]. We hypothesized that histopathology 
data could help to better characterize this subtype of urticaria. 

We report the case of a 34-year-old woman, with a 
past medical history of seasonal rhinitis and asthma who 
complained of pruritic, erythematous wheals distributed on 
the neck, nape, face, neckline, back, and arms a few minutes 
after swimming in the sea. These episodes were not reported 
with freshwater, swimming pool water, and rainwater, and were 
not associated with temperature. Systemic symptoms were 
not documented. Symptoms were replicated using challenge 
tests performed on the patient’s back with sterile gauzes 
soaked in seawater (brought by the patient from her vacation 
place), saline solution at different concentrations (3% and 
5%), and hypertonic glucose 10 g/20 mL (50% concentration, 
2770 mOsm/L). Testing revealed a well-defined urticarial 
response consisting of very small and pruritic hives in the 
region that came into contact with seawater and with saline 
solution at both concentrations; in contrast, this phenomenon 
was not seen on the skin after contact with tap water or 
hypertonic glucose. A control test using a gauze soaked 
in tap water was negative. Dermographism was observed. 
Biopsy of a wheal on the posterior part of the thorax after the 
challenge test revealed a superficial perivascular lymphocytic 
infiltrate with slightly increased interspersed mast cells and no 
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clarify the pathogenesis of this condition, which seems to be 
dependent on salt content. To our knowledge, this is the first 
report on the pathological, yet nonspecific, features of this 
form of aquagenic urticaria.
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involvement of the overlying epidermis (Figure). The patient 
received antihistamines (loratadine 10 mg), which were to be 
taken half an hour before contact with seawater. The response 
was favorable, with no further symptoms.

Reports of similar cases enable us to classify, describe, and 
manage this singular type of aquagenic urticaria. While the 
pathogenic process remains controversial, the reaction seems 
to depend exclusively on the salt content and/or osmolality [2]. 
Our data support an association with salt content rather than 
osmolality, as the challenge test with hypertonic glucose was 
negative. SDAU mainly affects young women, although it has 
also been reported in children who swam in the sea [2]. Lesions 
affect the collar area and lower part of the face, thus suggesting 
the role of a local factor in this region. Mast cell hyperreactivity 
in this region has been hypothesized [2]. It is noteworthy that 
in the present case, lesions were more extended, affecting 
the arms and back as well, perhaps indicating a more severe 
form of SDAU.

Management of SDAU is based on avoidance, by 
minimizing the duration of contact with seawater. Treatment 
consists of antihistamines taken half an hour before contact, 
although the response and effectiveness may vary between 
patients. Barrier creams, and even preparations containing 
capsaicin, can also be used [3,4]. SDAU is very rare, is 
probably underdiagnosed, and should be considered in all 
patients reporting small pruritic wheals after seabathing [2,3]. 
The histological features we report are nonspecific and 
comparable to features observed in other types of aquagenic 
urticaria described in the literature [4]. Therefore, we do not 
think that a histology work-up provides additional information 
in this subtype of aquagenic urticaria.

In conclusion, we report the case of a young woman who 
presented with a local aquagenic urticarial reaction caused 
exclusively by seawater that is a specific form of physical 
urticaria. Its characteristics were typical of aquagenic urticaria 
in its mode of presentation, the morphology of the lesions, 
and the histopathology findings. Future research is needed to 

Figure. A, Water challenge test. B, Positive challenge test revealing 
a 2-mm erythematous wheal with 5% NaCl solution. C and D, 
Histopathology with hematoxylin and eosin shows perivascular and 
interstitial infiltration of lymphocytes and a slight increase in interspersed 
mast cells. The overlying epidermis remained unaffected.


